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Satire: Donald Trump’s Black Friday Discount. Save
20% on All Trump Merchandise “Using the Code
THANKFUL”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky
Global Research, November 24, 2018

Region: USA

“There is only one thing better than a Black Friday deal … and that is a Trump Black Friday
Deal”

I got this message directly from Donald Trump who offers his supporters 20% discount on all
“Official Trump Merchandise”, including T-shirts, hats. It is a real good deal.

Buying a Donald T-shirt will actively contribute to democracy in America.

“Every  dollar  spent  contributes”  to  “Making  America  Great”  not  to  mention  Donald’s
reelection in 2020.
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PS: to get the 20% DISCOUNT you have to use the code THANKFUL

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Screen-Shot-2018-11-23-at-19.58.23.png
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Warning:  A part of  Trump merchandise is “Made in China”
which unfortunately contributes to making “China Great again” at the expense of America.
That’s what we might call “collateral damage”.

And Trump is meeting China’s president Xi at the G-20 next week. And you would not want
to jeopardize that important encounter by buying a Black Friday discounted Made in China
Trump cap.

If you have hesitations on Trump merchandise, might we suggest  you:

consider making a modest donation to Global Research 

Bear in mind donating to Trump is attractive.  There is a vast array of choices, from “Make
America Great Again” Women’s swimsuit (at $55 generously discounted by 20% if you buy
before Black Friday midnight) to a Trump-Pence collar for your dog, not to mention the
Trump-Pence beach towel for your next trip to the Caribbean.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CHINA_.jpg
https://store.globalresearch.ca/donate/
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Screenshot of the official Donald Trump store

Global Research operates on a modest budget compared to the Trump family.

We are currently experiencing a mounting monthly deficit in meeting our costs, largely as a
result of the ongoing (dirty) campaign against the independent media.

To donate to Global Research or become a member click here

Our best wishes and thanks to all our readers on Black Friday.

The Global Research Team

November 22, 2018

***
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PS. Global Research is also committed to Democracy (but without Trump, Pence, Pompeo,
Bolton, and yes without Hillary)

Another consideration

Is it legal for the POTUS (president of the United States) Trump to sell Trump merchandise
including swimsuits and T-shirts with a view to funding his campaign expenses???

For  more  analysis  on  Trump  offshoring,  trade  wars,  dirty  wars,  financial  fraud  and
corruption,  read  Global  Research
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